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Abstract

Blaschkitis is an acquired, rare dermatosis distributed along the lines of Blaschko. The papulovesicular eruption generally resolves in weeks and shows minimal response to topical steroids. Herein, we present a case of blaschkitis in an adult male who had lesions present for one year, which showed significant improvement after two weeks of topical clobetasol ointment.
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Case synopsis

A 30-year-old man presented with a one-year history of an occasionally pruritic rash on his left back, arm, and hand. Physical exam disclosed multiple skin-colored papules coalescing into a whorled and linear plaque extending from the left back to the left arm. Punch biopsy was performed. Histopathologic examination revealed nonspecific spongiotic and perivascular dermatitis with eosinophils.
Figure 1. Multiple skin colored to hypopigmented, 1-3 mm papules coalescing into plaques on the left upper chest and shoulder. Figure 2. Multiple skin colored to hypopigmented, 1-3 mm papules coalescing into plaques on the left forearm.

Figure 3. Multiple hypopigmented, 1-3 mm macules and papules coalescing into patches and plaques on the left chest. Figure 4. Multiple hypopigmented, 1-3 mm macules and papules coalescing into patches and plaques on the left chest, upper arm and forearm.

Figure 5. The punch biopsy highlighted focal epidermal spongiosis and a mild superficial perivascular lymphocytic infiltrate with scattered eosinophils (A 20x, B 40x).

Discussion

Blaschkitis is a rare dermatosis distributed along the lines of Blaschko, a pattern of contours on the surface of the body thought to represent the migratory pathways of epidermal cells during embryonic development [1, 2]. It presents with pruritic papules and vesicles in characteristic V- or S-shaped configurations on the trunk and may assume a linear pattern on the extremities [3]. Blaschkitis predominantly occurs in adult males and is rarely seen in children. It resolves spontaneously within a few weeks, but often recurs for years after the initial eruption [4].
The diagnosis of blaschkitis can be made by clinical appearance, natural history, and histopathology. A biopsy showing spongiotic dermatitis is suggestive and may help distinguish it from other cutaneous disorders arising in Blaschko lines, such as lichen striatus [4]. Muller et al. recently proposed that blaschkitis exist with lichen striatus on a spectrum of acquired blashko-linear dermatoses [3]. However, differences in presentation and histopathology justify separate diagnoses. Lichen striatus is a non-vesicular eruption of classically flat topped, non scaling, smooth papules occurring primarily in children, which exhibits a very distinct lichenoid lymphocytic infiltrate with histiocytes in the dermal papillae on histopathology. The spongiotic eczematous dermatitis of blaschkitis, by contrast, is less specific histologically and occurs primarily in adults. While blaschkitis tends to relapse, lichen striatus arises in a single episode, and is classically not recurrent [5]. Thus, despite some overlap in presentation by their acute onset and distribution, blaschkitis and lichen striatus are distinct entities. Reporting a case of blaschkitis in a pediatric patient, Keegan maintains that blaschkitis and lichen striatus are not childhood and adult forms of the same disease [4].

The mechanism for the pattern of reaction in blaschkitis is thought to be a localized T cell response mediated against keratinocytes displaying genetic mosaicism [3]. Presumably, post-zygotic somatic mutations or an X-linked inactivation of a chromosome during embryogenesis produces an abnormal clone of keratinocytes which proliferate along the lines of Blaschko. Triggered by viral infection, certain medications, or emotional stress, the immune system recognizes these keratinocytes and induces blaschkitis [4]. Metronidazole and certolizumab have been implicated [6, 7].

Blaschkitis generally resolves spontaneously within a few weeks but often recurs in subsequent episodes. When a treatment is pursued, the lesions show minimal response to topical steroids but systemic steroids have worked. Severe dryness may be combated with an emollient [8]. Of note, the afore-mentioned case of metronidazole-induced blaschkitis resolved after 10 days of topical betamethasone cream.

This case demonstrates an unusual presentation of blaschkitis. Although characteristically distributed, the lesions persisted one year without resolution and improved significantly with topical clobetasol ointment. Histopathology showing nonspecific spongiotic findings was inconsistent with lichen striatus, thus supporting a diagnosis of blaschkitis. This case demonstrates that topical steroid treatment may be pursued despite failure in precedent cases of blaschkitis.
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